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Making Time in the Car, 
Time Well spent
Mobility is more than getting from one place 
to another. It’s about shifting from one state 
of being to the next. HARMAN ExP doesn’t 
just move people from one place to another, 
it delivers in-vehicle experiences that put 
people first, so time in the car, becomes time 
well spent.
 
HARMAN ExP bundles advanced technolo- 
gies to deliver meaningful consumer experi- 
ences; enables OEMs to unlock new market 
opportunities; and empowers HARMAN to 
create value today while positioning our 
customers to thrive tomorrow.
 
HARMAN ExP maximizes consumers’ time and 
quality of life in four key consumer benefits:

• Accomplishment,
• Well-being,
• Social Connection, and
• Enjoyment.

Augmented
surround view
An enhanced driver perspective

A new environmental experience

A car’s structure always limits the driver’s view of the surroundings to a  
certain extent, which can lead to dangerous situation. The HARMAN 
Augmented Surround View system monitors the blind spots and those 
areas the driver might miss and provides a better understanding of  
what’s happening in the immediate vicinity. Especially in cities, where 
the volume of traffic and pedestrians can be overwhelming for any  
driver, the Surround View system can help avoid accidents in multiple 
scenarios.
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An intelligent system that saves cost

Although the Augmented Surround View is an extensive and complex 
ADAS feature, it can be combined with any existing compute platform 
and can be integrated into the digital cockpit. This leads to significant 
savings in system cost and weight. In addition, the integration of four 
to eight cameras eliminates an extra ECU. Four cameras (min. 1 MP) 
create a 360° view of the car, utilizing the compute platform to monitor 
record and assess the vehicle surroundings to generate content for the 
driver. The system is upgradeable and recordable over-the-air and the 
integration with the HARMAN Ignite Platform makes it a building block for 
cloud-based analytics.

Key highlights
Greatly increases driving safety by monitoring blind spots

Monitors, records and assesses vehicle surroundings to generate content via the compute platform

Saves cost as system runs on same platform as the IVI and without an extra ECU

3D overlays illustrate trajectory and objects detected in the vicinity



HARMAN

More than 50 million automobiles on the road today are equipped with HARMAN audio and connected car systems.  
Our software services power billions of mobile devices and systems that are connected, integrated and secure across all 
platforms, from work and home to car and mobile. HARMAN’s latest innovations leverage Samsung’s connected lifestyle and 
hardware expertise, allowing automakers to create an ecosystem of unique, smart, enhanced and rich in-vehicle experiences. 
Together HARMAN and Samsung are architects of experience, designing the most intuitive and immersive interactions with 
in-vehicle technology. HARMAN is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
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4 cameras

Visualization process

System architecture

HARMAN Compute Platform

Center & 
cluster display

Input

Output

HARMAN 
Ignite Cloud 

Platform

IVI

3D surround view

Detection

Automated Driving

Visualization

   Full 3D reconstruction for autonomous driving
   Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM)
   HD map integration 
   Automated parking based on structure from motion and data fusion

   Lane tracking for localization/lane levelling
   Image-based object/pedestrian detection
   Improved visualization based on structure from motion

   Next-generation 3D surround view integrated into center stack
   Significant system cost savings
   Dynamic gridlines
   External sensor integration
   Video capture, storage and cloud upload for ADAS analytics
   SoC
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